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NEW WIRELESS REMOTE STEERING FOR SI-TEX AUTOPILOTS
New SI-TEX SRS-100 Compatible With SP70/80, SP-36 and SP110 Autopilots,
Providing Remote Jog Steering From Anywhere On Deck
SI-TEX has introduced new wireless remote steering control for its popular SP-70/SP-80,
SP-36 and SP-110 Autopilots, with powerful design and quality internal electronics
developed to provide easy jog steering control from up to 100 feet away.

With the new SRS-100, boaters can steer their reliable SI-TEX autopilots from anywhere
on deck, a great advantage for sailors, workboats, big game anglers or anyone who needs
to move around on deck while maintaining course control. In addition to interfacing with
SI-TEX autopilots, the SRS-100 can be used to provide remote steering for a variety of
other manufacturersʼ autopilots.

The battery powered SRS-100 is made with an ergonomic design that fits in the hand and
is easy to grip, even with cold or wet hands. A special lanyard attachment allows the
SRS-100 to be secured to the boater or even hung around the neck for instant access anywhere. With the addition of
an optional drive unit, the SRS-100 can also be used to provide remote control steering of “kicker” outboards — an ideal
application for Great Lakes fishermen and Pacific Northwest salmon trollers.

Rugged, waterproof construction ensures that the SRS-100 can withstand tough use in the harsh marine environment.
As an added bonus, it floats if dropped overboard.

The new SRS-100 is available in high-visibility yellow and retails for $299.00. To learn more about the new SRS-100
Wireless Remote for SI-TEX Autopilots —or the companyʼs full line of reliable marine electronics for recreational and
light commercial vessels — visit an authorized SI-TEX dealer or contact SI-TEX at 25 Enterprise Zone Drive, Suite 2,
Riverhead, NY 11901. Telephone: (631) 996-2690. Website: www.si-tex.com.
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